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NARRATOR (O.S)

"It was a night with moon.

I don’t remember , if it was in

July or September.

The moon was beaming in the sky,

with silver bells in her eyes;

looking the bulls, and the meadow"

FADE IN

EXT. MEADOW BULLS - NIGHT WITH MOON

In a meadow of brave bulls.

In the center of a campfire,seated next to a tree, and lit

by the moon, there is a group of young bulls and calves,

gathered around a black bull hairy-eyed and disheveled

called TORMENTOSO, which all look like a warlock, expectant

and nervous.

Two of the steers that are in the group are CLAVELITO And

LAGRIMERO, and one of the calves, GORDITO.

Clavelito, is a black young bull, like velvet, with a stain

on the front that looks like a ray of moon.

Lagrimero, with a black and bright muzzle.

And Gordito have a mixture of sand and scarlet colour.

TORMENTOSO

(looking to steers and

calves)

Before we start I must warn you

that what I will tell are not

things to calves with milk teeths

so ... Gordito, Reventon, and

Ventolero, go away.To bed.

Three calves get up with a gesture of annoyance.

GORDITO

Damn! Always does same.To bed

TORMENTOSO

Gordito without question, or I tell

your grandmother.When you have

three years, you stay.

VENTOLERO

Not fair! Every year says within

three years!

( CONTINUED)
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and Gordito and the other two calves moves away from the

group muttering something about adults.

GORDITO

Hey, Will we see the head of

"Coriolanus"?

TORMENTOSO

And those who stay, no fainting, or

vomit, eh. I know that your

mothers, brothers, or parents do

not want to tell you what we can

expect the bulls.. I disagree. You

have a right to know, but you can

not choose. So will you take away

the fear.

Tormentoso throws some branches to the fire.

TORMENTOSO (CONT)

And now open your ears well. ".

Long time ago,the bulls we were

free...

And from the fire

EMERGING AS IN SPELL

A herd of bulls prehistoric as big as bison pursued by a

group of hunters with bows and arrows,while Tormentoso O.S

continue :

TORMENTOSO

"Men kill us when they needed only

skins for warmth, or food to

eat.But they could not dominate

us."

FADE TO

INSIDE OF A PREHISTORIC CAVE, where we see the same hunters,

tanned hides of bulls, eat their flesh, and an old man,

hunting scenes painted on the walls of the cave.

DISSOLVE TO

SCENES OF ANCIENT EGYPT we see priests prescribing the

sacrifice of a bull on the banks of Nile

TORMENTOSO (CONT)

"Then they thought we were magical,

we had power, and began to

sacrifice in worship their gods...

( CONTINUED)
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DISSOLVE TO

SCENES OF ANCIENT CRETE, where we see young athletes facing

a wild bull jumping on the animal and trying to dominate.

TORMENTOSO (CONT) (CONTINUED)

...facing us, and to prove they

were brave, screaming and cheering,

the man who gave us death"

EXT. MEADOW BULLS - NIGHT WITH MOON

TORMENTOSO

Now,the bulls that are chosen as

braves, take them to a place named

the bullfighting. The arena where a

bullfighter give them killing.

" The Fiesta" or the bullfight as

the men called, usually begins at

five in the afternoon...

FADE TO

SCENES like painted by Goya, or Picasso showing the three

Phases or stages of the bull fight: which are told by

Tormentoso.

THE BULLFIGHTING PARADE ( PASEILLO )

TORMENTOSO (O.S)

"First, and mounted on horses, two

bailiffs come to the arena,

followed by three matadors, the

bullfighters, followed by theis

assistant the “Picadores”on horse

back to weakening the bull..Behind

them the “ Banderilleros “ bull

fighters on foot to insert barbed

on wooden sticks into the bull’s

neck. and closing the bullfighting

parade, porters and mules

carried the dead bulls”

OPENING OF THE BULLPEN AND CAPE BULLFIGHTING

TORMENTOSO (O.S)

"Then when the judge that presiding

the bull figth , orders open the

bullpen, comes out one of us, the

trumpet sounds and the fight begins

(more)

( CONTINUED)
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TORMENTOSO (O.S) (CONTINUED)
with greetings from bullfighter

cape that turns around to see where

attacks."

FIRTS STAGE : THE PICADORES

TORMENTOSO (O.S)

"After Picadores, on horseback, as

warriors with lances that pierce on

the back to take off your

courage, and sink into your ribs. .

You bleed,legs do not obey,

trembling,you drown. and you keep

ramming Even with the forces you

have left to show that you have not

yet defeated" .

SECOND STAGE : THE BANDERILLAS

TORMENTOSO (O.S)

"So change the fate and come the

banderillas three pairs, six.

Arrows. You shake the back for take

them off, it hurts, you bleed. And

when you think everything is over,

comes the Last Luck : the death."

LAST STAGE : THE LAST LUCK

TORMENTOSO (O.S)

"The matador takes his sword, you

anticipate what will happen.Some

want to escape, you see death in

the red cape which invites you the

bullfighter.

(pause)

Or or you. you attack, and the

sword if you’re lucky to come your

heart, if not, repeat the blow, and

die by the sword or pithing, and

dying, if they have witnessed your

death claim you reward the matador

cut, ears, and tail, and you take

out crawling, while you with your

last breath, you see as the sky

darkens."
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EXT. MEADOW BULLS - NIGHT WITH MOON -LATER

Some steers are passed out on the floor. others vomit and

other run off as if they pursue the devil. Only remain

Clavelito and Lagrimero.

CLAVELITO

But... but those who are not chosen

as brave...What happens?

TORMENTOSO

Well, they are sold for trade

shows, and amuse people, or for

work on the farm But often end up

in the slaughterhouse turned into

meat . But if you’re lucky and you

have breed you will be used as stud

and meet many cows.

LAGRIMERO

To me not will happen such thing.

Shall pass the test of bravery and

be like my father. Everyone expects

me to be like my father.

TORMENTOSO

So, there is talk young bull! I

also was in Pozoblanco that

afternoon, and heard from the pens

the oles and the applause that your

father caused. Too bad after being

pardoned, went crazy, and had to

shoot him.

CLAVELITO

I don‘t want to die in the Plaza,

or end in the slaughterhouse or be

stud, or work in the farm ‘.I want

be able to choose!

TORMENTOSO

Animals can not choose young bull!

For dogs, cats, birds, horses,

donkeys, and some other animals

but, care, care for them, defend

them.But who cares about a bull, a

pig, a chicken or a hen eh?. To

give an example. if that we have

created, we would have given voice.

could talk and say what feel and

hopefully we listen or not . Men

are so rare they do not kill they

need it.They kill for fun.

( CONTINUED)
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CLAVELITO

Well,I want to talk.Or is that am

less than them?

TORMENTOSO

And whom you gonna ask, Clavelito

To the Moon?

EXT. MEADOW BULLS - DAY

Clavelito is looking for the pasture of the farm to your

friend Lagrimero, and when found:

CLAVELITO

Did you hear about the test of

braves?

LAGRIMERO

Yes,and I hope to be selected.

CLAVELITO

But I don‘t .I’ll hide and tonight

will jump the fence. I’ll be gone

from here. You coming with me ?

LAGRIMERO

I can not Clavelito. You know what

they expect from me. I‘m the son of

Coriolanus. Disappoint my breed.

I wish you luck. Wherever you go.

CLAVELITO

I‘ll be guided by the moon.

AT THAT MOMENT

Snorting horses appear mist through the mouth. On horses,

riders with sticks and lances, galloping after the males,

looking for those who seem more braves and take them to the

arena of the farm where they will be tested.

Clavelito, seeing them, hiding in the bushes wishing not to

be seen by the dogs, and see how it is carried to the

testing Lagrimero.

CLAVELITO

Goodbye friend, and luck.

Gordito the calf found Clavelito among the bush and:

( CONTINUED)
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GORDITO

Can I play with you?

CLAVELITO

What are you doing here Gordito?

GORDITO

I got between the steers to see if

he could sneak into the tempting

... but I found.

CLAVELITO

So you want to become bull.

You aren‘t afraid?

GORDITO

No.I want fight in the Arena. Be

famous.That my family be proud.

CLAVELITO

And they kill you in the bullring.

GORDITO

Or be pardoned and returned as a

hero .Are we to approach the farm

bullring and see the testing? Will

be Lagrimero.

CLAVELITO

OK.But just a little while...

GORDITO

“When I die, bury me with my guitar

beneath the sand” ( from a Lorca

poem)

CLAVELITO

What strange things you say.What

stranger things...

EXT.BULLRING FARM - DAY

Clavelito AND Gordido , leaning out of the gates of the

small bullring of the farm where bulls is testing done.

In the bullring, is "BANDIT" ( Bandolero ) A young bull with

black fences in eyes.

A Picador ( bullfighter assistant ) on horseback with his

lance, yells to get his attention, and runs toward the

horse. Bandolero without thinking, getting a jab in the

back, and as if been stung by a wasp, charge again, with

( CONTINUED)
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more force, shaking the horse, and forcing to stable boys to

help to Picador out with tree branches, with which hit to

scare Bandit and remove him from his horse.

But “Bandolero” pursues one of them hooked pants with a

horn, he rises from the ground, and throws into the air.

At see it Gordito laughing shouts:

GORDITO

He has taken up the ass!

And rolls on the ground, belly up, bellowing funny.

Then Bandolero stands still, challenging, fearless and back

to the pens with the nose up high.

The bullpen door is opened again, and out Lagrimero puffing.

Wild, as if to eat the square and roaring like thunder.

CLAVELITO

(look O.S)

There is Lagrimero.

Trotting, and look to either side of the bullring, Lagrimero

gets in the middle of the arena.

THE PICADOR

Hey, Hey TORO!

two stable boys, with tree branches approach to Lagrimero

and shake him inthe hills, to see if it boots up.

STABLE BOY

Hey Bull!

But Lagrimero, DOESN‘T MOVE. He is paralyzed LOOKING HORSE

THAT soon turns into a monster half dragon, half man. The

stick of the Picador on a lance of fire.

The stable boys in Cerberus with three ugly heads, and tree

branches in snakes.

GORDITO

(shouting)

What do you happen?

Charge,charge! !What are you

waiting Lagrimero? Your dad will be

looking!

CLAVELITO

Shut up Gordito! don‘t see that

have Fear?

( CONTINUED)
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GORDITO

Fear? He can‘t be afraid. It‘s

Corolianus son.Of breed´s brave!

CLAVELITO

Everyone has a right to feel fear,

don´t blame him.

GORDITO

I don‘t understand...I don‘t .

In the bullring the stable boys, the picador, and the owner

of the farm, have serious faces.

STABLE BOY

Too bad. Will have to sell for meat

or for working in the farm.

THE PICADOR

Who would imagine that the son of

Coriolanus was afraid...

Open the bullpen again and Lagrimero head down, go into the

corral, accompanied by roars of mockery, derision, and

contempt.

AND LIKE A CHORUS OF GREEK TRAGEDY hear

CHORUS

The son of Coriolanus ... shame on

you!" "."Fortunately, his father is

dead. "" Yes. I have ear mourn his

head "

EXT. MEADOW BULLS - NIGHT

Clavelito, look at the sky looking for the moon, and

when she appears over the meadow:

CLAVELITO

At last you’re here “ Moody Moon “

The Moon reminding a famous children’s song say:

MOON

"Five chicks, a calf and a loon...”

So I’m fickle, eh Clavelito? Don‘t

I will consider... you has been

waiting ?

( CONTINUED)
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CLAVELITO

Yes, tonight I’m going.Will jump

the fence.I can go with you ...

beyond above, where you live? NOT

want to die in the arena, or be dog

food. I want my freedom. For I have

the right. Die when I have to die.

MOON

You want things that are only

reserved for men Clavelito.

CLAVELITO

And why does God allow it?

MOON

Don‘t bring God into this.

CLAVELITO

And because He did not gives me

voice. So would speak with them.

MOON

(sighing)

Oh, Clavelito: you think they will

listen to you?.The men are deaf and

blind.

CLAVELITO

And you Moon: Can‘t you make me

talk?Ask Him .You are closer

or let me go with you.You can

introduce me ... or tell me which

way to follow.

MOON

I can‘t Clavelito.I can‘t.

You have to find your way alone.

But whenever you need me, find me

here above. And I will lulled

you at night to sleep in calm.

CLAVELITO

Okay Moon ,I seek alone the way.

MOON

(look O.S)

Here comes Lagrimero.Poor little,

what must have suffered in the

test.

Gordito, also appears suddenly emerging from bushes.

( CONTINUED)
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CLAVELITO

What are you doing here Gordito?

GORDITO

I’ve heard speak you with the moon

... and I want my chance. Hello

Moon!

MOON

Hi Gordito I liked your last

verses.Beautiful. “The moon came to

the forge wearing her bustle of

nards ,the “bull “stares and stares

at her; the “bull” is staring

hard...”

(Lorca’s poem recreation)

LAGRIMERO

(approaching)

The bull does not.The child stares

at her and it‘s a poem by Lorca.

From Gypsy Ballads.

MOON

I know Lagrimero .Federico wrote

me. But I like it bull stares at

her.

GORDITO

Have you come to criticize me

Lagrimero?.Because if we talk about

criticize ,this afternoon at the

braves test has no name.

MOON

(lovingly him scolding)

You should not judge

anyone Gordito.Be merciful.

LAGRIMERO

Hello Clavelito: I can join you?.

Here there is no place for me.I do

n‘t want to end up in the

slaughterhouse.

GORDITO

If we are going to jump the fence

... will be better now.

LAGRIMERO

Comes this calf?

( CONTINUED)
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GORDITO

Or you bear me with you, or start

bawling until the dogs come.

MOON

Good Luck steers! That finds what

your seek. I will hide in a cloud

and you will become in shadows that

went through the night.

CLAVELITO

Good bye Moon!

MOON

Bye, bye..."Flee bulls, flee ,run!I

can feelheir horses come.Let me be,

my little one,don’t step on me, all

starched and white”

(Lorca’s poem recreation)

AND THE MOON, HIDE BEHIND A CLOUD looks like two

young bulls and a calf, jumping the meadow fences like

three shadows that disappear into the night.

FADE OUT


